Dear Sirs,
_____________________
_____________________
_____________________

Subject: Letter of intent for the stipulation of a memorandum of understanding for collaboration aimed
at training courses, advanced training courses, masters and scientific research, between HERMES
LIBERA UNIVERSITÀ POPOLARE PRIVATA - hereinafter HERMES UNIVERSITY,
and______________________________________________________________________________
With this Letter of Intent HERMES LIBERA UNIVERSITÀ POPOLARE PRIVATA - hereinafter HERMES
UNIVERSITY - proposes a collaboration with your institution.
For this purpose, we submit to your attention a draft of a "Memorandum of Understanding", which we
attach to this letter. If the principles and agreements envisaged therein meet, as we hope, your interest,
this draft may be adequate and better agreed as regards the terms of its formulation in a future meeting.
Hermes University recognizes itself as a private entity of an independent and pluralistic nature,
according to the principles of the Constitution of the Italian Republic. It pursues the institutional aims of
the magisterium of culture while respecting the autonomy and freedom of research and teaching.
In order to clarify the mission and vision of Hermes University, we wish to express the following:

Thematic Areas
Hermes University currently identifies five main thematic areas related to the development, training and
projects on which bases its activities: "Società Economia e Sviluppo (Society, Economics and
Development)", "Neuroscienze Affettive e Studi Inter-culturali (Affective Neuroscience and Inter-cultural
Studies", "Pedagogia Forense (Forensic Education)", "Nuove Tecnologie Digitali (New Digital
Technologies)", "Turismo Imprenditoriale e Made in Italy (Business Tourism and Made in Italy)". The
Areas are thematic addresses and ideal places where people, students and workers, meet the academic
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Innovation
Hermes University aims to create a model of high culture and education intended to the acquisition and
development of real skills that integrate study, research and entrepreneurship, whose mission is social
and economic development as an inseparable component of the teaching process.
Hermes University aim with his cultural and didactic activity to develop collaboration and synergy
between the training, the world of culture and the world of work, in order to favor forms of integration
between study activities, scientific research and companies.
Hermes University dedicates its cultural and practical commitment, researching and implementing
collaboration agreements with other educational and research institutions, and with entrepreneurship.
Hermes University direct in fact particular commitment towards Italian and European businesses and
business organizations that rely on scientific research as an innovation and development of their
business, to actively participate in internal and international change processes triggered by the evolution
of technical scientific knowledge.
Hermes University carries out and develops culture and education to spread excellence, as well as
training activities, in order to make the relationship between students, workers and professionals, with
the labor market, more narrow and fruitful, helping them to develop their skills undertaken and
specialization.

world and businesses, which we seek as far-sighted in wanting to share needs, aspirations, problems
and opportunities: goals and challenges to face and win.
To whom we address
The goal of Hermes University is higher education. Our training and research paths are accessible to
all those who intend to pursue in their lives, social, study or work path, objectives of excellence,
exploiting the acquisition of effective skills aimed at entering or positioning in the world of work and the
development of business activities.
Hermes University promotes and organizes, on behalf of third parties also, advanced training courses,
professional refresher courses and continuing education, cultural, training and orientation activities.
To pursue these goals, Hermes University intends:
- Identify and contribute to the creation of excellences originated by the will to reach advanced and
ambitious knowledge goals,
- Conclude agreements with Institutions, Universities and Academic Schools of Higher Education,
- Encourage the development of an international network of academic relations,
- Promote and conduct activities aimed at integrating the finalized study and research with the world of
productive activities,
- Recognize royalties.
Thanking you for the attention you kindly brought to read this text - which we hope may have captured
your interest -, we remain available to any desired clarification or meeting on the matter.
Sincerely
Rome,

HERMES UNIVERSITY
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You can find herein attached, the aforementioned draft of "Memorandum of Understanding".

